Statistical Process Control Software
for Speed and Flexibility
From the makers of GAGEtrak, the #1 calibration management software in the world.

Charting Your Way to Process Improvement
and Reduction of Product Variation
with InSPC and InSPC+
We know that you are committed to quality, so we created our
Statistical Process Control software to help you keep your quality
initiatives moving forward. InSPC will give you real-time control over
your process data, allowing you to analyze and make decisions that
can truly reduce measurable process variation.

A Picture is Worth a Thousand Data Points
InSPC software will allow you to quickly visualize your processes in
ways that go beyond the raw numbers. InSPC easily taps into your
spreadsheets and database content to mine the information quickly
(even in real-time) and presents the information using industrystandard and familiar graphical formats, such as bell curves, line
graphs, pie charts and scatter plots. Trying to compute control limits
and curve-fitting statistics to present the same information in common
spreadsheet applications is tedious; InSPC allows you to simply pull
your collected data into a project, from nearly any common data
source and then automatically applies your preset computing limits.

Crossing Multiple Industries and Disciplines
Statistical Process Control is utilized by organizations around
the world and across multiple industries and disciplines. This
is because SPC is one of the most powerful tools that can be
employed to improve quality and remove process variations.
Whether you are a quality manager collecting assembly line data,
a medical researcher monitoring the treatment of head traumas or
a research analyst collecting major airline on-time data, InSPC will
give you the tools you need to understand and improve any quality
process. InSPC gives you the power to create standard control
charts, capability studies and a wide range of other studies that will
allow you to present your data in a way that makes the most sense
to your organization and its customers.

Quick and Easy, from Novice to Expert
We designed our InSPC software to be easy to use, virtually
eliminating the anxiety that often comes with analyzing and
interpreting complex data. Most of the InSPC
charts can be created in an instant and with very
few clicks, so even a novice user can produce
stunning graphical content in moments. InSPC
turns your data into visual information that
communicates so much more than mere numbers
which is key to critical understanding.

Choose InSPC+ to Incorporate Database Management
If you don’t already have a place to collect, store or manage
your process data, our InSPC+ solution gives you the power to
house this data in one or more common database formats (MS
Access, MS SQL Server, SQLite). InSPC+ provides all of the same
charting and graphing capabilities as our InSPC version, but with
the addition of a powerful database
system for entering and retrieving
data. InSPC+ also includes a host of
other tools to manage all of your SPC
requirements. InSPC+ is intended to
be used in place of InSPC, for those
who require a database system in lieu
of importing from spreadsheets or other
database sources.

Which SPC software solution is right for you?
InSPC

InSPC+

Charts

Charts

Histogram, Normal Probability Plot

Histogram, Normal Probability Plot

Attributes: c, np, p, u, p', u'

Attributes: c, np, p, u, p', u'

Control charts: Run, I, I-mR, Xbar, Xbar-R, Xbar-S, mA-mR

Control charts: Run, I, I-mR, Xbar, Xbar-R, Xbar-S, mA-mR

Rare events: g, t

Rare events: g, t

Advanced charts: EWMA, CUSUM, Short run X-Nominal, Z-W

Advanced charts: EWMA, CUSUM, Short run X-Nominal, Z-W

Pareto charts: Horizontal bar, Pie, Vertical bar

Pareto charts: Horizontal bar, Pie, Vertical bar

Other charts: Box& Whisker, Bubble Plot, Gage, Grouped Chart,
Multi-line, Scattergram, Scatterplot Matrix, Twin chart (two
paired variables, each with their own scale)

Other charts: Box& Whisker, Bubble Plot, Gage, Grouped Chart,
Multi-line, Scattergram, Scatterplot Matrix, Twin chart (two
paired variables, each with their own scale)

Non-normal curve fitting: Pearson, Johnson, Beta, Gamma

Non-normal curve fitting: Pearson, Johnson, Beta, Gamma

Multicharts

Multicharts

Chart styles help to create a consistent look

Chart styles help to create a consistent look
Live Chart during data entry

Data Sources

Data Sources

Most databases

Manages its own Access or SQL Server database with optional
password protection

Most spreadsheets
Reads data directly - no importing required

Data Management

Data Management
Individual user rights
Two easy-to-use editors for data-entry
Capture data directly from most small electronic devices such as
verniers and scales, including several within the same process
Copy processes between databases
Event log records user activity
Import from and export to .CSV

InSPC

InSPC+

Output

Output

Perform process capability studies

Perform process capability studies

Compute Cp, Cpk, Cpm, Pp, Ppk

Compute Cp, Cpk, Cpm, Pp, Ppk

Save charts as image files (or single PDF)

Save charts as image files (or single PDF)

Chart Analyst for quickly summarizing a set of charts

Administrative reports
Capability reports
Alerts and warnings
Email charts and reports directly
Save reports as HTML documents
Perform a variety of statistical tests within and between processes

Ease of Use

Ease of Use

Full context-sensitive Help

Full context-sensitive Help

Instantaneous chart drawing, even with large sets of data points

Instantaneous chart drawing, even with large sets of data points

Tags system to organize charts

Tags system to organize processes

Simple and intuitive method of setting and changing control limits

Simple and intuitive method of setting and changing control limits

Use chart tiling and dashboards to simultaneously monitor
several process in near real-time

Use chart tiling and dashboards to simultaneously monitor
several process in near real-time

Change the software's terminology to fit your company's unique
needs or translate to other languages

Change the software's terminology to fit your company's unique
needs or translate to other languages

Methodologies used for out-of-control conditions: AIAG, Run
Chart, Western Electric, Lloyd Nelson, ShortRun. etc. If you
use different conventions to define out-of-control conditions,
you can implement them on a per-chart basis.

Methodologies used for out-of-control conditions: AIAG, Run
Chart, Western Electric, Lloyd Nelson, ShortRun. etc. If you
use different conventions to define out-of-control conditions,
you can implement them on a per-chart basis.

Summary

Summary

Create fast, high-quality SPC charts from your existing data

A complete SPC system usable from the shop floor to the boardroom

Free Trial
Keep your processes and products in control with InSPC
statistical process control software. Contact us today for
your free trial or personalized web demonstration.

1-800-777-7020
www.getinspc.com

inSPC

+1 (480) 922-7300
sales@cybermetrics.com

CyberMetrics Corporation
For over 25 years, CyberMetrics Corporation has been developing world-class
calibration and quality management, maintenance management and supplier
QA software solutions that are scalable to meet the demands of the largest and
smallest of companies and are easy to implement, manage and use.
Over 12,000 facilities worldwide, in virtually every type of industry, use our products
to manage their assets, calibrations, preventative maintenance and supplier quality
while maintaining standards compliance.

Invest in Stability
When you invest time and money in a software solution, it’s important to choose a
provider with a solid, long-standing reputation. CyberMetrics has been in business
since 1988, so rest assured that our team of professionals will be available to you,
providing on-going support, education and consultation services, making sure you
get the most out of your investment.

1-800-777-7020

sales@cybermetrics.com

www.cybermetrics.com

Corporate Headquarters: 1523 West Whispering Wind Drive, Suite 100, Phoenix, AZ 85085
US & Canada: +1 (480) 922-7300

Mexico: +52 (33) 3641-4070

Malaysia: +60 03-5635 9398

UK & Europe: +44 (020) 8819-7065

India: +91 250-2391365

Brazil: +55 (11) 3958-7090

